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ABSTRACT: The evaluation of the seismic vulnerability in monumental buildings is a complex task. This is due to the inherent
uncertainty of ancient structures regarding their structural characteristics and material properties that should be properly handled
in their seismic assessment. Consequently, a probabilistic study considering the material and structural uncertainties is a
necessary step for the seismic protection of the built cultural heritage. This paper presents the study of the seismic vulnerability
of the church of the Poblet Monastery, an UNESCO World Heritage Site in Spain. The seismic capacity was studied using a
Finite Element model of a selected damaged bay of the church by means of a pushover analysis. The nonlinear behaviour of
masonry is described by a continuum damage model improved by a tracking technique representing the localization of cracks
and the consequent activation of the collapse mechanism. A Monte Carlo simulation enhanced by the Latin Hypercube
Sampling technique was utilized to estimate the effect of the uncertainties, regarding the material and structural characteristics,
on the seismic performance of the structure. The developed fragility curves express the safety level and the damage expected on
the structure for different seismic scenarios.
KEY WORDS: Masonry, Continuum damage model, Localized cracking, Uncertainty, Monte Carlo simulation, Latin
Hypercube Sampling, Fragility curves
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INTRODUCTION

Ancient masonry constructions form a very important part of
the tangible cultural heritage. They constitute records of the
history and the building technology of different cultures and
encompass important artistic heritage (e.g. frescoes, mosaics).
Additionally, in many cases they still form a part of the
servicing infrastructure of the modern communities by either
maintaining their original use (e.g. churches, bridges) or
acquiring new one (e.g. museums).
Masonry structures with structural integrity under
gravitational loads may demonstrate a very low capacity
against earthquake, even of low intensity. This fact was
dramatically validated during the recent earthquakes in
Emilia-Romagna in Italy (2012) with the majority of damaged
and collapsed structures being churches. Therefore, it emerges
the necessity to evaluate the seismic safety of monumental
buildings.
Unlike to modern structures, the structural analysis of
ancient ones is hampered by a sufficient amount of
uncertainty, mainly due to the deficient mechanical
characterization of materials. The reduction of this uncertainty
requires in-situ and laboratory investigations that are usually
limited due to costs and common restrictions for interventions
on monuments. Consequently, the comprehensive study of a
historical construction should incorporate a methodology for
the consideration of uncertainties in the structural parameters,
as well as their probable intervals of variation.
This paper presents the seismic vulnerability of an
important monument of Spain, the church of the Poblet
monastery, including uncertainties in material and structural
properties. For the purposes of the analyses a two-dimensional
(2D) Finite Element (FE) model of a chosen bay of the church

was developed. A continuum damage model with a tracking
algorithm was used for the representation of the crack
localization. The uncertain material parameters that can
influence the structure’s seismic response were taken into
consideration with the aid of random variables. A Monte
Carlo Simulation (MCS) improved by the Latin Hypercube
Sampling (LHS) technique was employed to propagate the
uncertainties in the material properties of the masonry. Three
damage states in agreement with the structure’s damage under
horizontal actions were defined and their probability of
occurrence was evaluated with the development of fragility
curves.
2

THE CASE STUDY

The case under study is the church of the Royal Monastery of
Santa Maria de Poblet, located in the municipality of Vimbodí
and Poblet, in Spain (Figure 1). The whole construction forms
a very important part of the country’s built cultural heritage.
In 1921, the Spanish government recognized the whole
complex as a national monument and since 1991 it is an
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
The construction of the church took place between 1170 and
1276, starting with the eastern part (i.e. the apse, its
surrounding chapels and the transept) and finishing with the
main nave and the two aisles in the western part. Its present
morphology differs from the original due to the demolition
and reconstruction of the southern aisle and its adjacent
chapels (left in the transverse section in Figure 2) in the 14th
century, which led to the non-symmetrical geometry of the
lateral aisles. The cimborio over the transept is an addition of
the 15th century.
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T church preesents today significant
The
s
dam
mage affectinng the
maiin and lateraal naves. Thhe clerestory walls presennt an
outw
wards rotatioon with the horizontal
h
displacement at
a the
spriinging of thee barrel vaultt having valuues above 100 cm.
Moreover, the baarrel vault preesents a deflecction increasinng up
to 50
5 cm in the bay under thhe 5th arch (w
with respect to
t the
trannsept). Crackinng near the key
k of the vauults is evidentt both
in thhe main and laateral naves.

bits the higheest deflection of the barrel vault and laccks a
exhib
flyin
ng buttress at its
i southern paart.
Th
he two dimenssional model ((2D) was baseed on the detaailed
threee-dimensionall (3D) FE moodel of the sam
me bay preseented
in [1]. Both moodels show eequal weight of the diffeerent
strucctural elemennts, equivalent deformed shapes
s
after nonn
lineaar analysis forr the action off the self-weig
ght and equivaalent
seism
mic response after
a
a pushovver analysis. The
T consistenccy of
the results
r
betweeen 2D and 3D FE modelss, in cases where
w
threee-dimensionall effects aree not influeential, has been
b
demo
onstrated in previous studiees [4], [5] and
d [6].

Figgure 1. The chhurch of the Royal
R
Monasteery of Santa Maria
M
of Poblet: (a) external view and (b) innternal view.
A past study onn the church [1]
[ showed thhat the geomettry of
the structure, mainly
m
characcterized by the
t
irregularitty in
elevvation, togethher with the structural
s
alteeration of thee 14th
century and a past
p
seismic action may have inducedd the
pressent damage. However, eveen if the estim
mation of the causes
of the
t damage inn the structurre was possibble, the uncerttainty
affeecting the strructural and mechanical parameters
p
o the
of
matterials hampeer the assessm
ment of the seismic capacity.
Theese difficultiees, common in the studyy of built cuultural
heriitage, are addrressed in the current
c
study with
w the utilizzation
of thhe methodoloogy presented in Section 3.
3
3.1

METHODO
OLOGY FOR THE SEISMIC ASSESSM
MENT
OF THE MONUMENT
Finite Eleement analysiss

In the
t study of historical
h
connstructions thee modelling of
o the
whoole structure is
i a very dem
manding proceess that requirres an
exhhaustive surveyy. The compoosing parts of the structure show
a different
d
respponse under an earthquaake, especiallly in
chuurches where the
t connectionns between members
m
are ussually
not effective [2]. Consequentlyy, the identificcation and stuudy of
the most importtant collapse mechanisms can be perfoormed
sepaarately by connsidering repreesentative maacroelements [3].
[
Inn the currennt work, the evaluationn of the seismic
perfformance of the
t western part of the chuurch (i.e. mainn and
lateeral naves) iss performed,, since such macroelemeent is
alreeady damageed and may be rather vulnerable to an
eartthquake. For the purposes of the struuctural analyssis, a
planne-stress moddel of the frrailest bay of the churchh was
desiigned. The model reprresents the actual defoormed
geoometry, deriveed with a laseer scanner surrvey (Figure 2),
2 of
the bay under thee fifth arch (w
with respect too the transeptt) that
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Fig
gure 2. Transversal section oof the bay und
der investigatiion.

Figgure 3. The addopted FE messh.
Th
he seismic performance of the maacroelement was
evalu
uated with thhe use of a non-linear staatic analysis (i.e.
push
hover analysiis). The pusshover analy
ysis can proovide
impo
ortant information on the collapse meechanism andd the
capaacity of the invvestigated struucture and hass been includeed in
recen
nt codes [7], [8]
[ and [9].
Th
he material beehaviour is reepresented with the use of
o an
enhaanced continuuum damage model that can describe the
tensiile crack loccalization byy means of a local tracking
techn
nique [10]. This
T
model can represen
nt effectively the
seism
mic behaviourr of masonryy buildings [11]. The initiaation
and propagation of discrete ccracks is prop
perly represennted,
untill the activatioon of a mechaanism in whicch the structure is
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com
mposed by bllocks separateed by localizzed cracks. Inn this
wayy, the analyst can follow thhe structural behaviour
b
from
m the
actiivation of thee mechanism, through its developmentt and
untiil the collapsee.
Figure 3 illustrrates the adoptted FE mesh which
w
is compposed
by 20093
2
trianguular elements and 10863 noodes. The pushhover
analysis was carrried out in tw
wo steps: firstlly the dead looad is
appplied to the structure and secondly the seismic actiion is
reprresented withh an incremenntal increase of the horizzontal
forcces, proportionnal to the masss distributionn, until reachinng the
maxximum capacity. It is noteed that the performed
p
anaalyses
incllude the effecct of geometriical non-lineaarity. The pre- and
post-processing was
w performeed in GiD [122] and the anaalyses
withh COMET [133], developed by CIMNE inn Barcelona.
3.2

Damage grades
g

In the
t seismic assessment
a
of a structure it is commoon to
inveestigate differrent damage grades
g
repressenting the vaarious
perfformance leevels during the lateraal loading, until
deteermining the ultimate cappacity. In a territorial seismic
asseessment of a population
p
off buildings, vaarying in strucctural
typoology and maaterial properties, it is usual the adoptionn of a
sim
mplified methoodology for thhe determination of the daamage
threesholds. Somee studies definne such threshholds as a funnction
of the
t yield dispplacement of the
t idealized pushover cappacity
curvves [14]. However,
H
whhen dealing with a specific
connstruction typoology a more precise
p
definition of the daamage
threesholds is morre useful. The EMS-98 [15]] has proposedd five
dam
mage grades foor unreinforceed masonry buuildings depennding
on the damage observed inn structural and
a
non-strucctural
elem
ments. This methodology
m
has been adoopted by diffferent
reseearchers in the past years
y
for thhe assessmennt of
unreeinforced massonry structurres with somee modificationns for
the better adoptioon in each studdied case, see [16] and [17]].

new damage andd therefore thhe reduction of the structtural
stiffn
ness.
Fig
gure 5 preseents the resppective damaage level in the
struccture for everyy different lim
mit state. The structure
s
undeer its
self-weight presennts cracking aat the intrados of the vaultts in
the lateral
l
aisles, at the extraddos of the norrthern aisle (rright
aislee as presented in the figuress) and the extrrados of the barrel
vaultt in the main nave (Figure 5a). During the applicatioon of
the lateral
l
loadingg, the crackingg in the northern lateral aissle is
the first to propaagate. The fi
first threshold
d in the obtaained
capaacity curve (pooint LS1 in F
Figure 4) refeers to the onseet of
crack
king near the key of the baarrel vault in the
t main navee and
the rotation
r
of the external walll in the northeern aisle (locattions
highlighted by grreen circles inn Figure 5b). This first losss of
ness of the structure
s
due to the respeective damagge is
stiffn
defin
ned as the lim
mit-state 1 (LS
S1). The seco
ond branch off the
capaacity curve, between
b
pointts LS1 and LS2,
L
refers too the
prop
pagation of the already opeened hinges (three in the main
m
navee and three inn the lateral aaisle) and thee initiation off the
rotattion of the pier
p
in the main nave (Figure
(
5c). The
correesponding lim
mit state is refflected in the capacity curvve as
the second
s
loss off stiffness (pooint LS2 Figu
ure 4). Finally, the
collaapse occurs when
w
the rotation of the pierr of the main nave
n
is high enough to lead to the oopening of all the hinges inn the
main
n nave and lateral aisle (Figgure 5d and po
oint LS3 in Fiigure
4).

Figu
ure 5. Deform
med shape andd tensile damag
ge distributionn of
the structure
s
for: (a)
( self-weighht, (b) first lim
mit state (LS1), (c)
second
s
limit sttate (LS2), and (d) third lim
mit state (LS3)).
3.3
ms of
Figgure 4. Methoodology for obbtaining the deemand in term
PG
GA for each of
o the limit staates.
T present work
The
w
follows the latter phiilosophy and three
dam
mage grades were defineed accordingg to the daamage
observed to the structure duriing its lateral loading. Figure 4
illusstrates a generric capacity cuurve of the chhurch for one of
o the
studdied cases. The capacity curve
c
is charracterized by three
diffferent damagee thresholds. Each of them
m correspondss to a
diffferent limit sttate caused byy the onset and
a propagatioon of

Seismic asssessment

Figu
ure 6 presents the procedurre for the seismic evaluatioon of
the investigated sttructure. The obtained capaacity curves off the
multti degree of freedom
f
struccture were transformed too the
equiv
valent single degree of freeedom system and subsequeently
to th
he equivalentt bilinear (ellastic-perfectlly plastic) cuurve.
Therreafter, the dissplacements oof each of thee limit states were
w
comp
pared with thhe yield displaacement of the idealized cuurve.
If a limit state has a displaacement loweer than the yield
y
displlacement, thee structure is considered to
t be still inn the
elasttic range. Therrefore, the seiismic demand
d, in terms of peak
p
grou
und acceleratioon, is identifieed by the corrresponding elastic
respo
onse spectrum
m intersectingg the performaance point onn the
capaacity curve forr the specific limit state. On
O the other hand,
h
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for the limit states with displacement higher than the yield
displacement the N2 procedure, as it is included in the Annex
B of the Eurocode 8 [7], was followed. Once the performance
of the structure is established in terms of damage levels, the
N2 method allows us to determine the corresponding seismic
demands, expressed by inelastic spectra. Figure 4 shows the
operation to determine the seismic demands at the
performance points LS2 and LS3. The elastic spectrum used
was the one proposed by the EC8 for the soil characteristics of
the area, which is a cohesionless material referring to type of
Soil D. It is noted that the location of the control displacement
is considered the top of the structure (key of barrel vault) as
suggested by the N2 method and followed in studies of similar
constructions [18] and [19].
3.4

Uncertainty in the material properties

Up to date, limited information is available regarding the
properties of the composing materials of the church. The
masonry is made of limestone, the prevalent material used in
almost all the buildings within the monastery, obtained from
local quarries. A detailed investigation in 2012 in the infill of
the barrel vault over the central nave revealed its composition
of very poor quality material with non-structural
characteristics.
Deterministic values for the mechanical properties of the
masonry were obtained in accordance with the in-situ
inspection and following the suggestions of [20] and [21].
However, due to the limited information and experimental
data regarding the masonry of the church, these values are
uncertain. Deviation of the real values of the mechanical
properties from the adopted deterministic ones is possible and
can be attributed to either natural variability or to
impreciseness of information. Uncertainty related to natural
variability (randomness) is called aleatoric, while uncertainty
related to lack or impreciseness of information is called
epistemic [22]. Additionally, epistemic uncertainty arises due
to the fact that it is commonly not definite that the numerical
models treat the material parameters in accordance with their
real physical significance.
Consequently, in this work the adopted methodology
assumes that the mechanical properties of the masonry vary
within a specified range with the aforementioned deterministic
values as central values.
3.5

Uncertainty modelling

Different mathematical models have been developed to assess
uncertainty characteristics within a computational framework
[23]. The most convenient by means of effectiveness,

simplicity and numerical efficiency, adopts the concept of
random variables derived from probability theory to assign
uncertainty characteristics to the uncertain parameters.
Six uncertain parameters have been taken into account and
modelled as random variables (Table 1). Five refer to the
material properties of the masonry, i.e. the compressive
strength fc, the tensile strength ft, the Young’s modulus E, the
density ρ and the tensile fracture energy Gf, and one, the
coefficient Icoeff, refers to the infill of the lateral vaults, where
no information is available regarding its consisting material.
The intervals of variation of the uncertain parameters were
obtained in accordance with values suggested by [20] and [21]
for masonry typologies similar to that of the investigated
church. The mechanical properties of the infill are considered
equal to a percentage of the corresponding masonry properties
according to the coefficient Icoeff ≤ 1.0. It is noted that the
density of the infill is considered equal to the density of the
masonry in all simulations.
The parameters fc, ft, E, and ρ possess aleatoric and
epistemic characteristics simultaneously. Due to the fact that it
is more likely that the real values of these material properties
lie close to the initially adopted deterministic values, normal
distributions were assumed for fc, ft, E, and ρ, see Table 1.
The parameters Icoeff and Gf, on the other hand, possess
epistemic uncertainty. Experimental data about them is
unavailable and only rough assessments about their variation
intervals can be provided. For that reason, uniform
distributions define the corresponding random variables in this
work.
Table 1. Random Variables.

fc
ft
E
ρ
Gf

Icoeff

Mean
Value
4.0
0.2
2000
2100
Min
10
0.2

c.o.v*

Distribution

Units

Uncertainty**

12.5%
20%
12.5%
4.8%
Max
100
1.0

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

MPa
MPa
MPa
kg/m3

A, E
A, E
A, E
A, E

Uniform
Uniform

J/ m2
-

E
E

* c.o.v = coefficient of variation
** A = aleatoric, E = epistemic

3.6

Uncertainty analysis

The effect of the uncertain parameters, modelled as random
variables, on the seismic response of the complex masonry
structure can be evaluated by utilizing stochastic simulation.
In this approach, the quality of the solution is affected by the
trade-off between accuracy and numerical efficiency; the

Figure 6. Schematic view of the adopted methodology.
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valiidity of stochastic methodss is provided by statistical laws
(Ceentral Limit Theorem
T
and Strong Law of
o Large Num
mbers
[24]]), which reqquire the num
mber of samplles N to apprroach
infinnity, N → ∞. Consequentlyy, N should bee sufficiently large,
l
a coondition that is problem dependent andd highly influeenced
by the
t number of uncertain paarameters. Thhe most conveenient
but at the samee time the most
m
computattionally expeensive
amoong the stochaastic methods,, is the Montee Carlo Simulaation,
whiich has been adopted
a
in sim
milar studies, [225] and [26].
T Monte Caarlo Simulatioon (MCS) method
The
m
generaates a
speccified numberr of N indepenndent and idenntically distribbuted
(i.i.d.) random saamples withinn the input spaace X
, where
w
n iss the number of
o random varriables. Each random variabble is
disttributed accorrding to a sppecified probaability distribuution,
whiich is takenn into accouunt in the sampling
s
proocess.
Subbsequently, a mapping
m
moddel (Figure 6) maps each saample
to the
t result spaace
, where
w
m is the
t number of
o the
resuult variables that
t
need to be evaluated. In
I this study the
t m
resuult variables are the specctral acceleraation (Sa), spectral
dispplacement (Sd) and peak ground acceleration (PGA
A) for
eachh one of the thhree limit statees (i.e. m = 9)).
N
Namely,
MCS creates a poppulation of N possible instaances
of the
t structure, each of which needs to be
b analyzed. As a
resuult, under thee assumptionn that N is large
l
enough,, this
metthodology proovides full inssight on the distributions
d
o the
of
resuult variables that
t
describe the seismic performance
p
o the
of
struucture.
A improvement in the efficiency of the MCS caan be
An
achieved by empploying the Laatin Hypercubbe Sampling (L
LHS)
metthod proposedd in [27]. LH
HS is a speciaal case of straatified
Monnte Carlo saampling that reduces thee variance off the
stanndard MCS. According
A
to [28], the staandard error of
o the
LHS declines with
w
a rate off approximately √
for linear
l
funcctions, while in
i the standardd MCS the coorresponding rate
r is
mucch lower, it approaches
a
thhe value √ . Thus, despitte the
factt that the funcctional behaviour of the seismic responsee of a
massonry structurre is far from
m linear, thee total number of
sim
mulations can still
s be sufficiiently reducedd by the use of
o the
LHS method. The
T
minimum
m sample sizze, appropriaate to
prodduce statisticcally acceptabble results with
w
respect too the
num
mber of randoom variables, is still an oppen subject. In
I the
currrent study, a number of N = 200 was selecteed in
accoordance with [29] and [30]..
4
4.1

Fig
gure 8 presennts the mean and the mediian (50% fracctile)
capaacity curves, together withh the pushov
ver curve off the
referrence case whhich depicts thhe capacity off the structuree for
the mean
m
values of
o the uncertainn parameters shown in Tabble 1.
The slightly higheer elevation annd extension of
o the mean curve
comp
pared to the median, impllies that for each
e
displacem
ment
the mean
m
value of
o the curves above the median
m
are loccated
sligh
htly farther frrom the mediian than the respective cuurves
below
w. This is more
m
evident iin Figure 7, where the cuurves
abov
ve the median appear signifficantly more dispersed
d
thann the
curves below, esspecially in terms of specctral acceleration.
Conssequently, forr the adoptedd distributionss of the uncerrtain
param
meters, for given Sd the distribu
ution of Sa is
unsy
ymmetrical annd shifted to the lower values (i.e. positive
skew
wness).

Figure 7. The obtained
o
capaccity and 16%,, 50% and 84%
%
frractile curves for the 200 peerformed push
hover analysess.

RESULTS
Capacity curves
c

Figuure 7 shows the
t 200 obtainned capacity curves in term
ms of
specctral displacem
ment (Sd) - sppectral accelerrations (Sa), ass well
as the
t 16%, 50%
% and 84% fracctile curves. The
T significannce of
the side fractile values (16% and 84%) iss their coinciddence
withh the values of the mean ± the standaard deviation [31].
Thrrough this illlustration it is possible to have a coarse
c
estimation of thee most probaable (68% proobability) rangge of
variiation of thee capacity cuurve, which lies betweenn the
bouundary determ
mined by the 166% and 84% fractile
f
curvess. It is
visiible that the variation
v
of thee properties affects
a
significcantly
the capacity of the structuree, whereas the variation inn the
elasstic part is com
mparatively loow.

Fig
gure 8. Mean, median and reeference case capacity curvves.
A similar concclusion can be drawn by
y looking at the
posittion of the caapacity curvee for the referrence case (m
mean
valuees of the unceertain parametters) in Figuree 8. The difference
betw
ween the meean and the reference curve
c
impliess an
unsy
ymmetrical inffluence of one (or more) in
nput parameteer to
the structural cappacity. More specifically, samples of this
input parameter that
t
are abovee the mean, push
p
the capaacity
curve upwards moore than the saamples below
w the mean puush it
down
nwards. Conssequently, it can be interesttingly derived that
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the adoption of the mean vaalues as inputt for the unceertain
paraameters, can lead to siggnificantly coonservative reesults
regaarding the strructure’s capaacity. This reesult motivatees the
purppose of this work and stresses
s
the importance
i
o the
of
analysis of unceertainties in the seismic assessment
a
o the
of
chuurch.
4.2

Statisticall results for eaach limit statee

It iss more conveenient to expreess the variabbility in the reesults
usinng arithmetic terms. This can be achieeved by estim
mating
speccific momennts of the distributions
d
of the calcuulated
capacities Sa and Sd or for the corresponding
c
g demands in terms
t
of PGA,
P
for eachh limit state. For the purppose of the prresent
worrk, it is reasoonable to estimate the cenntral value annd the
disppersion for thee quantities off interest.
Itt is generallyy accepted, [331] and [32], that the funnction
desccribing the frragility of a structure,
s
the fragility funcction,
deppendent on a parameter
p
of thhe capacity orr the demand, is the
log--normal cumuulative distribbution functionn. As a resullt, the
central value θ and
a the dispeersion β for each limit statte are
giveen in Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively, [32].

θ =e

⎛ 1
⎜
⎜N
⎝

β=

N

⎞

j =0

⎠

∑ ln z j ⎟⎟

1

⎞N
⎛ N
= ⎜⎜ ∏ z j ⎟⎟ ≈ z50%
⎝ j =1 ⎠

1 N ⎛ ⎛ z j ⎞⎞
∑ ⎜ ln⎜ ⎟ ⎟
N − 1 j =1 ⎜⎝ ⎜⎝ θ ⎟⎠ ⎟⎠

(1)

2

(2)

W
Where
N is thee total numbeer of samples and zj is the value
of thhe demand (oor capacity) paarameter of innterest for j=1,...,N.
Eq. (1) shows thhat θ is the geometric
g
meean of the dem
mand
paraameter z whicch is approxim
mately the vaalue of z exceeeded
by 50%
5
of the daata, i.e. the median
m
value. In
I Eq. (2), β is the
logaarithmic standdard deviationn of the quantity of interest.

he assumptionn that the ressult variables are log-norm
mally
Th
distrributed is verified in Figgure 9 wheree the log-norrmal
prob
bability densitty function w
with parametters ln(θ), annd β
matcches the correesponding histograms with fair accuracyy. In
addittion to that, the positivee skewness of
o the Sa vaalues
identtified in Section 4.1, is also evident in
n the PGA annd Sa
valuees of the diffeerent limit stattes in Figure 9.
9
4.3

Fragility assessment

a used to ddetermine the fragility funcction
Finally, θ and β are
show
wn in Eq. (3) [32].
[

⎛ ln(Z / θ i ) ⎞
⎟⎟
P[ LSi | Z ] = Fi ( Z ) = Φ ⎜⎜
⎝ βi
⎠

(3)

Where
W
Fi (Z) is the conditionnal probability
y that the struccture
will reach the lim
mit state LSi orr a more seveere limit state as a
d Φ denotes the
function of the demand paraameter Z and
stand
dard normal (G
Gaussian) cum
mulative distriibution functioon.
Th
he fragility cuurves in termss of peak gro
ound acceleration,
spectral acceleratiion and displaacement are prresented in Fiigure
10, Figure
F
11 and Figure 12 respectively. In Figure 100 the
vertiical line for PG
GA = 0.04 g rrefers to the eaarthquake dem
mand
of th
he municipalitty of Vimboddí and Poblett according too the
Span
nish code [33]. Interestinglly, this deman
nd is sufficiennt to
prod
duce the crackking in the vaault of the main
m
nave, sinnce a
cumu
ulative probabbility of almoost 100% is reeached for LS
S1. It
is wo
orth noting thhat such damaage is visible today, suggessting
that past eartthquakes, ddocumented after historical
investigation, mayy have left soome evidencess over the chuurch.
For the same earrthquake dem
mand, serious damage (LS22) is
possible with a proobability of 800%.
Th
hese results prove the hhigh vulnerab
bility of sim
milar
Rom
manesque struuctures that can be atttributed to their
t
consstruction typollogy: the largge weight oveer the barrel vault
v
and the irregulariity in elevatioon due to diffferent heightts of
centrral and lateral naves.

nt limit states in
i
Fiigure 10. Fraggility curves foor the differen
terms oof PGA.

Figuure 9. Histogrrams of the ressult variables and corresponnding
log-noormal probabillity density fuunctions.
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It is noted, how
wever, that the collapse of th
he structure (L
LS3)
for the earthquakke demand oof the area is denoted by
b a
comp
paratively low
w probability (18%). This can imply thhat a
stren
ngthening inteervention cann be dismisseed at the preesent
time, since it is not urgent. O
On the contrrary, it wouldd be
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recoommendable a better in-situ investigaation on masonry
mem
mbers and materials,
m
like the infill of the lateral vaults.
v
Succh activity would
w
sufficienntly limit thee variation inn the
mecchanical propeerties of materrials.

pared to the top
t of the strructure. Figurre 13 presentss the
comp
fragiility curves in
i terms of P
PGA for thee capacity cuurves
obtaiined having as
a control poinnt the top of the northern pier.
p
As itt is visible byy comparing tto Figure 10, the choice off the
contrrol point affeccts significanttly the results concerning too the
collaapse capacityy of the struucture. The selection of the
optim
mum control point in the seismic anaalysis of masoonry
strucctures is still a topic undeer investigatio
on, see [34], and
conssequently the analysts shouuld carefully evaluate
e
the most
m
repreesentative resuult for each stuudied case sep
parately.
CON
NCLUSIONS

F
Figure
11. Fraagility curves for
f the differeent limit statess in
terms of horizontal acceleratiion.

This paper has presented a study ov
ver the seissmic
vulnerability of an importannt historical construction, the
ng uncertaintyy on
churrch of the Pooblet Monasttery, includin
strucctural parameeters. A 2D model, inclu
uding the acctual
deformed geomeetry of the m
most vulneraable part of the
ms of a pushhover
struccture, was devveloped and sstudied in term
analy
ysis. The unceertain materiaal properties were
w considereed as
random variables and three impportant limit sttates were deffined
to reepresent differrent damage tthresholds of the structure. The
variaability of the structure’s
s
ressistance againsst seismic actiions,
exprressed in term
ms of fragilityy curves for the
t different limit
l
statees, shows thaat for the seiismic hazard of the areaa the
struccture would present,
p
in case of earthq
quake, signifiicant
damaage but with low
l probabilitty of collapse.
Th
he current sttudy showed some limitaations of the N2
meth
hod applied too masonry struuctures. In parrticular, the chhoice
of th
he control node for the capaacity curves afffects significaantly
the estimation
e
of the seismic pperformance of
o the investiggated
struccture. Therefoore, the aim off future studiees should focuus in
a mo
ore adequate methodologyy for the deteermination off the
targeet displacemennt for masonryy structures.
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F
Figure
12. Fraagility curves for
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